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ABSTRACT
While previous resear h has shown that streaming media
an respond to network ongestion, it is not known to what
extent ommer ial produ ts are responsive. This resear h
hara terizes the bitrate response of Windows Streaming
Media (WSM) to hanges in network apa ity and loss rate.
A streaming media test bed was built to systemati ally vary
network and ontent en oding hara teristi s and measure
WSM ongestion responsiveness. The results demonstrate
that WSM improve response to ongestion when ontent is
en oded into several bitrates by the ontent provider.
Categories and Subje t Des riptors: C.2.m [ComputerCommuni ation Networks℄: Mis ellaneous
General Terms: Performan e, Design.
Keywords: Streaming Media, Measurement.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Unlike traditional network appli ations su h as le transfer or Web browsing, streaming media often uses UDP to
meet its bitrate and timing requirements. Without appli ationlevel ongestion ontrol, streaming media ows over UDP
may not be TCP-friendly1 and thereby ause retransmissions, queuing delays, and timeouts for on urrent TCP
ows. In the worst ase, unresponsive UDP ows an onsume all the available network apa ity with pa kets that
are subsequently dropped at a ongested router [4℄.
The response to ongestion of ommer ial streaming media players has a large impa t on network performan e. Of
the three dominant ommer ial streaming media produ ts
(Mi rosoft Windows Streaming Media, RealNetworks RealSystems, and Apple Qui kTime), RealNetworks has the
most ontent stored on the Web, with Mi rosoft Windows
media having a lose se ond [7℄. Sin e our earlier work
has explored RealNetworks video [2℄, and there are indi ations that Mi rosoft Windows media will soon be ome the
1
A ow is TCP-Friendly if its bitrate does not ex eed the
maximum bitrate from a onformant TCP onne tion under
equivalent network onditions.
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dominant streaming solution, this work fo uses on Windows
Streaming Media (WSM).
Past work on streaming video has in luded passive measurement studies [10, 3℄, performed through log analysis, and
a tive measurement studies using ustom tools [2, 6℄. However, without being able to systemati ally ontrol server-side
streaming parameters and measure their impa t on network
performan e, these studies provide little insight into the intera tion between streaming lient and server.
WSM supports Intelligent Streaming [1℄, an appli ation
level means of redu ing the streaming bitrate. Intelligent
Streaming lowers the bitrate of the stream in mid-playout
during network ongestion and then swit h ba k to a higher
bitrate when ongestion abates. Resear h on RealNetworks
[2℄, whi h also supports a bitrate adjustment te hnique alled
SureStream, suggests using su h an approa h in response to
ongestion e e tively redu es the impa t of streaming media on other ows. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there has been no published systemati study of the responsiveness of WSM to ongestion.
En oded ontent must ontain multiple bitrates to make
e e tive use of the features that Intelligent Streaming or
related te hnologies provide [1, 2℄. Multiple bitrate en oding pla es many di erent en oded video streams into one
streaming obje t while allowing the lient to request a single obje t for streaming. Upon onne tion, the server determines whi h en oded bitrate ontained in the obje t to
send based on lient and network performan e. With single bitrate en oding or with multiple bitrate en oding where
the lowest bitrate stream is sele ted, upon ongestion, the
server is left to \thin" the stream by rst de reasing the
video frame rate, and then, if needed, by sending only audio.
The goal of this investigation is to experimentally measure
the behavior of WSM in the presen e of ongestion under
various network onditions and ontent en oding parameters with parti ular attention to the e e ts of Intelligent
Streaming and ontent en oding on network performan e.
This study shows that the ontent provider an make judiious de isions about en oding rates and number of en oding levels to improve the responsiveness of WSM to network
ongestion. Network pra titioners should nd this information useful as they strive to a ommodate the in reasing
amounts of streaming traÆ . Moreover, the level of detail
provided with respe t to the behavior of video streams will
fa ilitate building more sophisti ated models of streaming
traÆ than the simple CBR ( onstant bitrate) distributions
used by many resear hers.
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Figure 3: Loss Ratio for
340 Kbps Clip
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Figure 1 shows the testbed built to measure WSM under ontrolled, experimental onditions. On the left is a
high-performan e streaming media server running Windows
Server 2003 and the latest release of Windows Media Servi es, version 9. The streaming ontent, en oded bitrate and
en oding levels are ontrolled at the server. In the middle
is a Linux router running the NIST Net network emulator2
used to ontrol the apa ity, loss rates and laten y hara teristi s of pa kets owing between the lient and server. On
the right is a lient running the latest Windows Streaming
Media ore, version 9, along with our ustom MediaTra ker
software3 that allows us to re ord lient-side performan e
statisti s, in luding frame rate, pa ket inter-arrival times,
jitter, and media quality. At ea h side of the router is a
Linux ma hine where t pdump4 aptures pa kets to passively measure the o ered and a hieved network loads.
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Figure 4: Bitrate for 548
Kbps Clip
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Figure 5: Loss Ratio for
548 Kbps Clip

WSM lowers its transmission rate to 340 Kbps. This experiment illustrates learly that WSM behavior is hara terized
by two distin t periods - a bu ering phase and a playout
phase. This delineation guides subsequent analysis in this
investigation.
Figure 3 reinfor es the on ept of two distin t WSM behavior periods by showing that the loss rate experien ed
by both the TCP and the WSM ows during the bu ering
period rea hes anywhere from 20-40%. To ensure that the
NIST Net router bu er was not responsible for su h a high
loss rates, a series of experiments (not shown here due to
la k of spa e, but available in [8℄) were ondu ted to systemati ally show that queue sizes larger than 60 pa kets
resulted in the least amount of loss and the most onsistent
throughput. In all subsequent experiments, a queue size of
80 pa kets was used.
While Figure 2 suggests that the WSM ow is TCPfriendly during the playout period, this is not due to a deliberate de ision by Intelligent Streaming. The results of
repeating this experiment with a 540 Kbps lip presented in
Figures 4 and 5 show that the streaming ow learly onsumes more than its fair share of the available apa ity. The
ideal streaming media server would have made use of the
Intelligent Streaming feature to \thin" the stream and send
fewer video frames to lower the bitrate in response to limited network resour es. Instead, the TCP ow is denied its
fair share of the available apa ity. Furthermore, during the
bu ering period there are times when both ows experien e
heavy pa ket loss.

RESULTS

3.1 Single Bitrate Clips

Bitrate (Kbps)

Our rst obje tive was to examine basi WSM behavior. Using the NIST Net router, the bottlene k apa ity
was onstrained to 725 Kbps, a typi al Internet broadband
apa ity and the laten y was set to 45 ms, in the range of
measured Internet laten ies [5℄. These are the anoni al settings throughput this paper, unless otherwise indi ated. A
TCP transfer was started using iperf5 10 se onds before a
WSM lip and ended 10 se onds after the WSM lip. The
on urrent TCP ow is not meant to indu e ongestion, but
rather provides a visual me hanism to judge when the WSM
ow is TCP-friendly. The WSM server was provided with a
60 se ond video lip en oded at 340 Kbps, whi h is roughly
equal to the streaming ow's fair share of the available apa ity.
Figure 2 shows the TCP and WSM ows ompeting for
available apa ity over the life of the 60 se ond lip. The
initialization of the WSM stream begins with a 5 se ond
period where no data is sent and is followed by about a
10 se ond period where WSM streams the lip at 500 to
600 Kbps to ll a lient-side playout bu er. Subsequently,
2
http://snad.n sl.nist.gov/itg/nistnet/
3
See http://perform.wpi.edu/real-tra er/, used in [6℄
4
http://www.t pdump.org/
5
http://dast.nlanr.net/Proje ts/Iperf/
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Figure 6: Bitrate for 1128
Kbps Clip
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Figure 7: Loss Ratio for
1128 Kbps Clip

However, if a lip with a bitrate even higher than the available apa ity (e.g, 1128 Kbps for our testbed) is streamed,
WSM hanges its transmission rate to a mu h lower bitrate,
as shown in Figure 6. In fa t, the hosen steady-state playout rate undershoots the fair-share bitrate. Examination of
the o ered load during this experiment reveals that WSM
initially attempts to respond to pa ket loss during the bu ering phase with a \ re-hose" approa h that sends more traf. As indi ated by Figure 7, this yields a bitrate mu h
higher then the ontent en oded rate and pa ket loss rates
of over 80%!
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Figure 16:
PostBu ering Bitrate with
725 Kbps Capa ity
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Figure 8: Bu ering Bitrate with 250 Kbps Capa ity
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Figure 10: Bu ering Bitrate with 725 Kbps Capa ity
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Figure 11: Bu ering Loss
Ratio with 725 Kbps Capa ity
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Figure 12: Bu ering Bitrate with 1500 Kbps Capa ity
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Figure 19:
PostBu ering Loss Ratio
with 1500 Kbps Capa ity

point, the loss rates are high, rea hing almost 80% in some
ases, with the WSM loss rate mu h higher than the TCP
loss rate due to WSM's higher sending rate.
Figure 11 shows that as the en oding rate is in reased, the
WSM loss rate in reases until a noti eable dip in the measured loss rate at the 548 Kbps en oding rate. Clearly, the
behavior of WSM during bu ering hanges between the 340
Kbps and 548 Kbps en oding rates. The a hieved bitrates
during bu ering for the 340 Kbps lip and 548 Kbps lip
are similar. This is not what we would expe t, as the trend
for lower bitrates indi ates that the bu ering rate in reases
with en oding rate. For the lips en oded at rates below 548
Kbps, WSM bu ers them at two to four times the en oding
rate. However, for the 548 Kbps lip, it appears to bu er
at the en oding rate. Perhaps, WSM has dete ted that the
network annot support a higher rate. Examination of the
pa ket tra es reveals that the server is sending pa ket-pair
estimates right before starting bu ering, presumably using
te hniques in [9℄ to determine apa ity limits. We leave further exploration of this apa ity estimation as future work.
Examination of pa ket level data reveals that WSM traÆ
is bursty in nature. This is eviden ed visually by looking at
the arriving pa ket sequen e numbers versus time. Figure 20
shows the pa ket sequen e number versus time for the 340
Kbps lip and learly shows the pa ket bursts. The \spikes"
in Figure 20 are out-of-order sequen e numbers from the retransmission of pa kets lost at the NIST Net router be ause
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Figure 15:
PostBu ering Loss Ratio
with 250 Kbps Capa ity
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Figure 14:
PostBu ering Bitrate with
250 Kbps Capa ity
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Ten experiments, ea h with three repli ations, with a 60
se ond lip was run on the testbed where the lip was enoded with a di erent single bitrate for ea h experiment.
The ten experiments where repeated using three distin t
apa ities: 250 Kbps (a low-speed broadband onne tion),
725 Kbps (a typi al broadband onne tion), and 1500 Kbps
(a high-end broadband or T1 onne tion). In these experiments, no loss is introdu ed by the NIST Net router. Figures 8-13 show bitrates and loss rates for these experiments
during the bu ering period.
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Figure 13: Bu ering Loss
Ratio with 1500 Kbps
Capa ity

Figures 8-13 learly illustrate that WSM has little regard
for network onditions during its bu ering period. Bu ering
rates are proportional to the ontent en oding rate until the
en oding rate ex eeds the bottlene k apa ity. Beyond this
3

to the network ongestion. When the link apa ity is even
larger, 1500 Kbps, shown in Figures 18-19, there are not any
lips in the experiments that ex eed the bottlene k apa ity. Thus, the post-bu ering rate in reases linearly with the
ontent en oding rate.

of the per-pa ket drop-tail queue. A possible explanation
of this behavior is that at the lower bitrate, WSM simply
shortens the transmission time between pa kets bursts to
bu er more qui kly.
Sequence Number

35600

3.3 Multiple Bitrate Clips

35550

The do umentation related to Intelligent Streaming [1℄
and prior work [2℄ suggests that the responsiveness of streaming media may be oupled with the number of en oded bitrates ontained in the ontent. The next set of experiments
examine the e e ts of multiple en oded bitrates ontained
in the lip.
The obje tive was to thoroughly explore the relationship
between the number of bitrates ontained in the lip and
responsiveness. Two sets of multiple bitrate lips were reated. The rst set started with a lip that ontained the
highest bitrate (1128 Kbps). Then the next highest bitrate6
was added to reate a lip with two bitrates (1128 and 764)
Kbps. This pro ess was ontinued 10 times to yield 10 lips
su h that ea h su essive lip had the next highest bitrate
added to the lip. Thus, the last lip ontained all 10 bitrates (1128, 764, 548, 340, 282, 148, 108, 58, 43, and 28)
Kbps. Another set of lips was reated in the opposite manner where the rst lip began with the lowest bitrate and
ea h subsequent lip iteratively added the next lowest bitrate lip available.
Experiments were run with three bottlene k apa ities:
250 Kbps, 725 Kbps, and 1500 Kbps. Only the bu ering
period results are shown for the set of lips with the de reasing lowest en oded rate, shown in Figures 21-26. In these
experiments, WSM hooses a bitrate that is lower than the
apa ity if it is available, otherwise it hooses the lowest
apa ity available. This is shown by the de rease in loss
rate as the lip ontains in reasingly lower bitrates. Similar
results for the set of lips with in reasing highest en oded
bitrate were observed. See [8℄ for more details.
We examined the pa ket tra es during these experiments
and found that after the initial RTSP SETUP message was
sent, a SET PARAMETER message was sent with the type
eld spe ifying \high-entropy-pa ketpair." Then, a few hundred millise onds later, three large (1500 byte), RTP pa kets
were sent losely together from the server to the lient. Finally, a few se onds later the a tual video and audio streams
were initialized with SETUP messages. We on lude that
WSM is using two pa ket-pair estimates to determine available network apa ity. We examined all of the pa ket tra es
and found that these pa ket-pairs are only sent just prior to
streaming, and not during steady state playout, thus WSM
uses RTCP reports during the a tual session. Examination
of the pa ket tra es reveal that these RTCP reports are normally sent infrequently. However, during periods of pa ket
loss the reports are frequent, sometimes more than ten per
se ond. Perhaps this is the me hanism the WSM lient uses
to request retransmissions of lost pa kets.
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Figure 20: Pa ket Sequen e Number versus Time for 340
Kbps Clip
These results show that during the bu ering period, WSM
is unresponsive to network onditions and ongestion. However, the behavior of WSM is di erent during the period
after bu ering. The results during the post-bu ering period
are shown in Figures 14-19 where there is some response of
WSM to limited network resour es. In parti ular, in the ase
of a low-speed broadband onne tion (250 Kbps) shown in
Figures 14-15, the bitrate of WSM during the post-bu ering
period is linear with the en oded bitrate up to the bottlene k apa ity. After this point, for higher en oded bitrates
the loss-rates an approa h almost 40%, but the ontent is
eventually thinned and uses less than its fair share of the
apa ity. In Figure 14 the data points for WSM and TCP
show a di erent relationship than the pre eeding bitrates.
The explanation for this phenomenon is that the thinning
of the stream does not take pla e dire tly after the bu ering
period. Thus, in the ase of the highest en oded bitrate lip,
the average over the entire post-bu ering period is orrespondingly higher, sin e the lip en oding is so mu h higher
then the other lips. It is at this rate that WSM attempts
to stream the lip before thinning.
Thus, measurement of a simple average over the entire
post-bu ering period misses some of the behavior of the
WSM ow, parti ularly when this thinning o urs. In some
experiments with a 548 Kbps bitrate lip streaming over a
250 Kbps link we see that the lip streams for almost 40 se onds at the 548 Kbps bitrate, indu ing massive amounts of
pa ket loss (over 80%), but eventually the stream is thinned,
only requiring about 50 Kbps of apa ity, whi h has signifi ant impli ations for streaming lips with long duration.
This behavior leads us to two on lusions. First, by looking
at an average of bitrate over time, WSM may be appear
to be TCP-friendly, but there are periods where it is unfriendly followed by periods where it is friendly. Se ond,
the bitrate of the WSM ow must be examined along with
the orresponding loss rate over the same period to seek insight into the true behavior of WSM. Thus, as in the ase
of Figures 14-15, we found that the while the bitrate was
low and visually TCP-friendly there were high amounts of
pa ket loss, meaning that there were times when WSM was
un-friendly.
For a higher bottlene k apa ity, su h as 725 Kbps, Figures 16-17 show behavior similar to the lower apa ity ase
above. The bitrate during the post-bu ering period inreases linearly as the en oded bitrate in reases until the
bottlene k apa ity is ex eeded, after whi h the loss rate
in reases and eventually the ontent is thinned in response

3.4 Induced Loss
In order to explore WSM responsiveness to Internet ongestion that is not self-indu ed, the NIST Net router was
set to indu e loss in the testbed. The bottlene k apa ity
was again set at 725 Kbps. The 548 Kbps lip was streamed
6
The bitrates sele ted for these studies are the defaults available from the WSM en oding interfa e.
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was to examine the behavior of WSM when the loss rate
suddenly hanges during the post-bu ering playout period.
These experiments were similar to the previous streaming
of 548 Kbps lip experiments ex ept that instead of setting the loss rate at the beginning of the experiment, the
NIST Net router was set to wait 15 se onds after the start
of streaming before indu ing loss. Figures 35-36 show that
both during and after bu ering, WSM does not rea t to the
sudden in rease in loss rate. Moreover, if loss is indu ed
during bu ering and for a short time into the playba k of
the lip and then stopped, Figures 37-38 show that WSM
also does not respond.
Further experiments varying the indu ed laten y over a
onsiderable range were also ondu ted, but are omitted
here due to la k of spa e. We refer the interested reader
to [8℄ for these results. In general, WSM does not rea t
to in reased amounts of laten y, ex ept to a hieve a higher
bitrate when the TCP ow, having the same high laten y,
makes some apa ity available.
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be ause it is the highest single-en oded bitrate WSM will
use in the presen es of a 725 Kbps apa ity without thinning the stream. The loss rate was onstant for ea h experimental run and ranged from 0% to 20%. Figures 27-30
depi t the results. The higher the loss rate, the more the
TCP ow de reases its bitrate, while the WSM ow uses the
additional available apa ity during bu ering and in reases
its sending rate to ompensate for the high loss rate. The
pa ket loss rates during bu ering are high be ause they are
the umulative e e t of WSM's self-in i ted pa ket loss in
addition to the NIST Net imposed pa ket loss. During postbu ering, loss rates between 3% and 5% ause WSM to thin
the stream in response to the higher loss rate. After 5%,
additional pa ket losses do not e e t the behavior of WSM.
The next experiment involved streaming a multiple bitrate lip ontaining the following bitrates: 548, 340, 282,
148, 106, 58, 43, and 28 Kbps. With these lower bitrates
present, instead of thinning, WSM might hoose one of these
lower bitrates when the loss rate in reases. Again, the loss
rates range from 0% to 20% in Figures 31-34. The bitrate
during the bu ering stage is the same as in the prior experiment. However, during the post-bu ering period WSM
hooses a lower bitrate for loss rates greater then 5% instead
of thinning the 540 Kbps rate. At 3% loss, WSM sometimes
keeps streaming the higher bitrate, but other times hooses
to send the lower rate.
For the nal set of indu ed loss experiments the goal

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Due to a prominent bu ering period, WSM annot be
modeled as a simple CBR ow, as is ommon in many network simulations that in lude streaming media. In fa t,
looking at a simple average bitrate over time over the length
of the entire lip may not reveal the true nature of WSM
and may miss the bu ering period where WSM an indu e
loss the network. An a urate bitrate distribution for WSM
must in lude a bu ering stage, whereby the sending data
rate is 3-4 times the steady-state playout rate and a postbu ering stage whereby the a tual bitrate is dependent on
the en oding bitrate of the ontent and the network onditions. Moreover, an a urate model of WSM must in lude
the bursty nature of pa ket transmission, espe ially during
bu ering for some en oded bitrates. The bu ering behavior also leads us to on lude that there are periods when
WSM an be TCP-unfriendly, while at some post-bu ering
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Figure 37: Bu ering Bitrate for SBR Clip with
Indu ed Loss Stopped at
15 Se onds

times WSM is more than TCP-friendly, onsuming less then
the fair-share of apa ity even when the en oded bitrate is
higher than the apa ity.
A main goal of this resear h was to examine the e e ts
of the ontent en oding parameters on the responsiveness
of WSM in order to understand what streaming server administrators and ontent produ ers themselves an do to inuen e the responsiveness of WSM. When streaming single
bitrate lips,7 WSM responds to ongestion during bu ering
only when the en oding rate is less than the estimated apa ity and will otherwise attempt to bu er at the en oding
rate, thereby auses high loss rates. During playout, WSM
responds to available apa ity by thinning and dis arding
frames if ne essary. Furthermore, if the en oded bitrate is
less than apa ity, WSM still responds to high loss rates
(5%) as long as the loss is present at the start of streaming.
However, en oding rates between 1/2 apa ity and apa ity will result in WSM taking more than a fair share of the
available apa ity if ompeting with TCP ows.
For multiple bitrate lips, WSM responds to apa ity during bu ering only when the ontent ontains a suitable bitrate to hoose. This hosen bitrate is the largest that apa ity allows, whi h may mean WSM is unfair to ompeting TCP ows. If there is no en oded bitrate under apa ity, WSM bu ers at the smallest en oding bitrate available,
again indu ing high amounts of pa ket loss. During playout,
WSM is responsive to available apa ity, either be ause it
hose the proper en oding rate, or be ause it thins if the
proper rate is not en oded in the lip. Again, if there was a
bitrate in luded in the lip that was less than the apa ity,
WSM hooses that rate, whi h may be unfair to ompeting TCP ows. Our results show that ontent produ ers
an help WSM be more responsive to ongestion by en oding several bitrates into their ontent. However, multiple
en oded bitrates are not a pana ea for making WSM TCP-
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Figure 35: Bu ering Bitrate for SBR Clip with
Indu e Loss at 15 Se onds
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Figure 32: Bu ering Loss
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Figure 38:
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friendly and ensuring fairness. But during the bu ering period in parti ular, multiple bitrates do help WSM behave in
a more network-friendly fashion.
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Based on [7℄, single bitrate lips are by far the most ommon.
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